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CONCEPT
ABSTRACT

Mimesis is a large scale installation which takes inspiration
from the biological evolution of life on the planet while
investigating the influence that anthropic action has on
earth. It wants to explore our positive vision towards what
can be preserved, changed or improved in our ecosystem
and the consequences of our practices on different habitats.
Since the beginning of our history, we as humans have tried
to imitate and reproduce aspects of reality in order to create
a meaningful representation of everything that surrounds
us. How can we represent the scenario that is ahead of us,
our future planet? Through this work we try to reveal how
the future will be influenced by the way we interact with the
environment. In order to do this we created a generative
system which collects and elaborates data from the local
environment where the installation is staged. These data
constantly affect the visual and sonic outcome creating an
audio-visual generalization of the future environment that
we’ll inhabit.
This concept is not understood just in the mere sense of
reproduction or illusory image of nature but rather as a
manifestation. Thanks to the real-time interaction of data
from atmospheric measurement, nature appears in the
digital image to be intensified in its processuality and
unpredictability. Thus, Mimesis not only gives back an
unprecedented knowledge of the aspects of nature that
usually escape the vision, but also increases awareness of the
effects of human action on the environment.

MIMESIS SETUP INSTALLATION
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CONCEPT
ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

The main theme around which the narration develops is the
concept of Primary ecological succession, the process that
occurs with the formation of new lands and the exposure
of a new habitat that can be colonized for the first time, as
happens following the eruption of volcanoes or after violent
floods. The soil is affected by changes with the deposition
of organic matter and a gradual increase of the number and
diversity of species in the ecosystem.
It is often subdivided in stages where different species
find their way in according to the particular conditions;
first we find pioneer plants such as mosses, algae, fungi
and lichens, followed by herbaceous plants, then grasses
and shrubs which precede the appearance of more robust
plants such as shade tolerant trees. At each stage, new
species move into an area, often due to changes to the
environment made by the preceding species, and may
replace their predecessors. At some point, the community
may reach a relatively stable state and stop changing in
composition. We can consider this process as a gradual
growth of an ecosystem over a long period of time.
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CONCEPT
ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION - THEMES

ROCKS
PHASE I

PIONEERING PLANTS
PHASE II

GRASS/BUSHES

PLANTS

PHASE III

TREES

PHASE IV
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PROCESS

In Mimesis this concept is addressed and investigated
through a digital reinterpretation. We outlined five
chapters, each corresponding to the different phases of the
succession, that synthesize the ecological succession that
is the starting point of a one-hour long process that tries to
create a new form of life from the most simple conditions
possible.
These conditions change continuously throughout the day
since they mirror the climatic conditions of the city where
the installation is staged. The information retrieved from
the sensors is then used to create a biome which is a large
naturally occurring community of flora and fauna occupying
a major habitat. Each chapter is generated in real-time
both for the visual and the audio part following the liveextracted data. The initial configurations of the local climate
condition lead to different paths for the ecological process
while the unpredictability of the weather will constantly
modify the audiovisual outcome.

AUDIO
OUTPUT

REAL-TIME
SOUNDTRACK GENERATION

DATA

BIOME
RECONSTRUCTION

REAL-TIME
DIGITAL SIMULATION
VISUAL
OUTPUT
REAL-TIME
IMAGES GENERATION

DATA ARE COLLECTED FROM A
WEATHER STATION AND FED TO OUR
CUSTOM SOFTWARE.

THE INFORMATION RETRIEVED FROM
THE SENSORS IS USED TO DEFINE A
VIRTUAL BIOME. THIS BIOME IS THEN
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE CREATION OF
THE AUDIOVISUAL CONTENT.

HERE THE VISUAL AND AUDIO CREATION BEGINS USING
GENERATIVE SOFTWARE TO SIMULATE THE NATURAL
PHENOMENA RELATED TO THE SPECIFIC PHASE OF THE
ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION. THE VISUAL OUTPUT IS THE
PRODUCT OF A TWO DIFFERENT GENERATIVE SYSTEMS THAT
WORKS TOGETHER INSIDE A DIGITAL CANVAS.
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PROCESS
DIGITAL ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

The digital simulations try to emulate different natural
phenomena and patterns; in order to do that several
algorithms are used and applied in combination with one
another. The visual outcome is influenced also by the
use of specific software that exploit a machine learning
architecture (GAN) that is specifically suited for the
generation of synthetic images. Therefore specific GANs
(Generative Adversarial Networks) are used to generate
new artificial images for each theme of the ecological
succession. The result of this process is fed into the software
and is constantly affecting the final visual result.
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PROCESS
DIGITAL ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

The generation of new imagery is only part of the software
that processes the visual outcome. For this reason,
the same weather data fuse* can collect is influencing
the audiovisual result by changing the way the digital
landscapes evolve throughout the day.
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PROCESS
SEASONAL VARIATION

The meteorological data influence the content on a longer
time-scale over the year. In particular, each phase of the
ecological succession is represented by different scenarios
or every season. On the right, fuse* brings the example of
the first phase in which a series of inhospitable terrains are
generated thanks to the AI software. In this case, during
summer the main generation will revolve around the theme
of desert landscapes and these will transform into canyons,
glaciers, and rocks throughout the different seasons. All the
smaller changes in the parameters during the day will affect
the result on lower hierarchical order. The same concept is
then applied for every other chapter of the succession. For
this reason the visual outcome is very different from one
season to the other and this choice represents also the fact
that life might emerge from a diverse set of conditions.
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PROCESS
DIGITAL ECOLOGICAL SUCCESSION

ARID STRATUM
CHAPTER I

MICRO-LIFE
CHAPTER II

SMALL PLANTS/LEAVES

PLANTS

CHAPTER III

TREES

CHAPTER IV
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PROCESS
INSTALLATION SEQUENCE

HOUR 1
12 MIN

24 MIN

36 MIN

48 MIN

HOUR 3

HOUR 2

60 MIN

12 MIN

24 MIN

36 MIN

48 MIN

60 MIN

The five themes follow one another over the course of one hour
while the software will continue to generate audiovisual content in
realtime.
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PROCESS
DATA | SENSORS
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PROCESS
GENERATIVE SOUNDTRACK

The musical component of the installation is a generative
system created with Max/MSP integrated into Ableton
Live. For each phase of the digital ecological succession, it
has been created a soundscape by modeling in real-time
sound recording of natural elements. The notes generation
starts with the procedure of selection of the scale and tone
which can be ordered according to a criterion of color/
expressivity starting from the one with a darker texture to
the more brilliant one. Every mode has its own color. The
selection of the scales changes according to the season,
starting from lighter tones in spring and summer going
towards darker/colder colors for the autumn and winter.
Every note of the list has its own weight/probability of being
played, this percentage can vary during time or change
based on the collected data; the height of the octave of the
note follows the same principle.
The generated notes are used to control the intonation
of the filter of an instrument of physical modeling, thus
controlling the original sound source. The synthesis of the
physical modeling refers to methods of sound synthesis in
which the waveform of the generated sound is calculated
using a mathematical model, a series of equations and
algorithms that are capable of simulating a physical sound
source, usually a musical instrument. The parameters
used for the modeling can change over time based on
the collected data or by values extracted from the visual
generative process.
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CREDITS

Production: fuse*
First Commission: JL Design
Art Direction: Mattia Carretti, Luca Camellini
Concept: Mattia Carretti, Luca Camellini, Samuel Pietri,
Riccardo Bazzoni
Software Artists: Luca Camellini, Samuel Pietri
Sound Design: Riccardo Bazzoni
Hardware Engineering: Matteo Mestucci
Support to Concept Writing: Saverio Macrì
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TECHNICAL RIDER

Mimesis can be set up in different ways according to the
space availability and characteristics of the venue.

- Installation | Proposal A
Generative Audio Visual Installation
1x LED wall
2 + 1 audio channels
Duration: realtime software
- Installation | Proposal B
Generative Audio Visual Installation
1x LED wall
2 + 1 audio channels
Duration: realtime software
- Installation | Proposal C
Generative Audio Visual Installation
3x LED wall
2 + 1 audio channels
Duration: realtime software
- Installation | Proposal D
Generative Audio Visual Installation
5x LED wall
2 + 1 audio channels
Duration: realtime software
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INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL A

LED Wall
Resolution: 1600 x 3840
Refresh Rate: 60Hz (60fps)
Video System
Ratio: 9:21
Ideal Size: 9m height
Sound System
2x Speakers 1x Sub
Hardware
1x Workstation with high-end GPU

LED
SOUND SYSTEM
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INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL A

INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL B

LED Screens
Resolution: 3840 × 1600
Refresh Rate: 60Hz (60fps)
Video System
Ratio: 21:9
Ideal Size: 9m width
Sound System
2x Speakers 1x Sub
Hardware
1x Workstation with high-end GPU

LED
SOUND SYSTEM
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INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL B

INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL C

3xLED Screens
Resolution: 1600 x 3840
Refresh Rate: 60Hz (60fps)
Video System
Ratio: 9:21
Ideal Size: 9m width
Sound System
2x Speakers 1x Sub
Hardware
3x Workstation with high-end GPU

LED
SOUND SYSTEM
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INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL C

INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL D

5xLED Screens
Resolution: 1600 x 3840
Refresh Rate: 60Hz (60fps)
Video System
Ratio: 9:21
Ideal Size: 9m height
Sound System
2x Speakers 1x Sub
Hardware
5x Workstation with high-end GPU

LED
SOUND SYSTEM
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INSTALLATION
PROPOSAL D

